The lateral-line neuromast of the zebrafish displays a restricted, consistent pattern of innervation that 8 facilitates the comparison of microcircuits across individuals, developmental stages, and genotypes. 9 We used serial blockface scanning electron microscopy to determine from multiple specimens the 10 neuromast connectome, or comprehensive set of connections between hair cells and afferent and 11 efferent nerve fibers. This analysis delineated a complex but consistent wiring pattern with three 12 striking characteristics: each nerve terminal is highly specific in receiving innervation from hair cells 13 of a single directional sensitivity; the innervation is redundant; and the terminals manifest a hierarchy 14 of dominance. Mutation of the canonical planar-cell-polarity gene vangl2, which decouples the 15 asymmetric phenotypes of sibling hair-cell pairs, results in randomly positioned, randomly oriented 16 sibling cells that nonetheless retain specific wiring. Because larvae that overexpress Notch exhibit 17 uniformly oriented, uniformly innervating hair-cell siblings, wiring specificity is mediated by the Notch 18 signaling pathway. 19 42 lateral line on each side of a larva comprises seven neuromasts, discrete organs each 43 containing 8-20 hair cells that make synapses onto afferent axonal terminals and receive 44 synaptic inputs from efferent terminals ( Figure 1A and B ). In wild-type zebrafish there are 45 approximately equivalent numbers of hair cells with hair bundles of the two polarities 46 3 (Figure 1C and D). Throughout the life of a fish, hair cells of the two types arise continually as 47 transit amplifying cells divide to produce sibling hair cells of opposing polarity ( Figure 1E ). 48 The differentiation of new hair cells is mediated in part by lateral inhibition through 49 the Notch signaling pathway (Kelley 1999; Wibowo 2011). Following mitosis, the newly 50 formed sibling cells undergo a series of stereotypical rearrangements in their relative 51 anteroposterior positions, after which the more anteriorly positioned hair cell develops a 52 hair bundle sensitive to caudad stimulation and the posteriorly positioned sibling extends a 53 bundle responsive to rostrad water movement. Because trilobite mutant larvae, in which 54 the vangl2 protein is inactivated, possess hair bundles with random orientations, the 55 canonical planar-cell-polarity pathway participates in cellular patterning. Finally, through a 56 process that requires neither mechanotransduction nor synaptic activity, each afferent 57 neuron of the posterior lateral line receives innervation from hair cells of only one 58 orientation (Figure 1F-H; Nagiel 2008; Nagiel 2009; Wiboro 2011). In addition to the linear 59 arrangement of neuromasts along the tail, the neural calculations necessary for rheotaxis, 60 escape swimming, and schooling require directionally specific information from discrete 61 populations of neurons connected to hair cells of the two polarities (Oteiza 2017). 62 Serial blockface scanning electron microscopy (SBFSEM) has made possible the 63 reconstruction of complete axons and dendrites within modules of the nervous system 64 (Figure 1I and J). Neuronal connections have been investigated in detail in species with very few 65 neurons, such as roundworms, and in structures with a crystalline degree of order, such as the fruit 66 fly's visual pathway. Although SBFSEM offers sufficient resolution to reveal the fine details of neural 67 microcircuits in vertebrate nervous systems as well, the volumes of most structures of interest 68 require weeks to months of specialized microscopy and tens of thousands of hours of manual 69 segmentation to reconstruct a single specimen (Denk 2004; Helmstaedter 2011; Wanner 2016; 70 Hildebrand 2017). As a consequence, there are few if any SBFSEM studies in which multiple 71 circuits have been compared between individuals or during development. To gain insight into the 72 assembly of the neural connections that allow the detection of directional stimuli, we have 73 4 used SBFSEM to conduct a comprehensive description of neuromast wiring and an 74 investigation of microcircuit assembly in wild-type and mutant larvae. 75 Results 76 To establish a basis for comparison with mutant specimens, we first sought to determine 77 the complete connectome of the wild-type zebrafish's neuromast. We focused on the 78 posterior lateral-line organs of larvae two to four days post-fertilization (2-4 dpf), a period 79 during which the animals demonstrate behaviors dependent on a functional lateral line 80 such as rheotaxis, escape swimming, and upright orientation. We analyzed single 81 neuromasts from each of eight zebrafish (Figure 2A; Video 1). The axonal terminals 82 associated with each neuromast entered through a single perforation in the basal lamina 83 as branches arising from peripheral axons in the posterior lateral-line nerve (Figure 2B). 84 Each SBFSEM data set included approximately 40 μm of a posterior lateral line. Because 85 we did not collect long-range data relating each neuronal soma to its terminals, we 86 wondered whether the terminals that contacted a specific neuromast could include two or 87 more branches of the same axon. Upon examining 14 individually labeled neurons by 88 confocal fluorescence microscopy, however, we found no instances of a bifurcated axon 89 extending terminals into a neuromast. Whereas previous investigators had estimated that 90 two to four neurons enter a neuromast (Liao 2010), we found an average of 9.3 neuronal 91 branches in each sensory organ. 92 The majority of neuromasts included one axonal terminal that made direct contact 93 with every hair cell without apposition to any synaptic ribbon. Together with the presence 94 of numerous presynaptic vesicles and postsynaptic membrane cisterns, this wiring pattern 95 identified these structures as the terminals of efferent axons (Figure 2C). The remaining 96 axonal terminals were considered to represent afferent neurons. Of these terminals, 16 % 97 displayed minimal or no branching and tapered to termini immediately inside the 98 neuromasts. The remaining 84 % of the terminals occupied perisynaptic compartments, 99 5 the spaces bounded by supporting cells beneath hair-cell synapses (Figure 2D); 74 % 100 displayed membrane contacts at hair-cell bases, and 59 % were postsynaptic to hair cells 101 at ribbon synapses. 102 In view of the relatively restricted number of afferent and efferent terminals, hair 103 cells, and their associations, we represented the data from each neuromast as a 104 schematic diagram showing ribbon synapses, membrane contacts, and perisynaptic 105 associations between hair cells and axonal terminals (Figure 3; Figure 3-figure 106 supplement 1; Figure 3-source data 1; Video 2). Expanding upon previous reports, our 107 data revealed the striking polarity specificity of lateral-line neurons (Nagiel 2008, Dow 108 2015). Among 344 presynaptic active zones in hair cells, only four were apposed to axonal 109 terminals of the opposite polarity preference. Furthermore, 92 % of the contact area 110 between hair cells and terminals was polarity-specific. This specificity was not 111 predominantly a result of spatial segregation, for many axonal terminals were located 112 perisynaptically to hair cells of both polarities. Moreover, specificity did not appear to arise 113 simply by the precocious arrival of an appropriate afferent terminal at a nascent hair cell: in 114 all six observed cases of young hair cells that contacted axonal terminals but had not yet 115 developed ribbon synapses, the hair cells made predominant or exclusive contact with 116 terminals whose innervation by neighboring mature hair cells indicated sensitivity to 117 rostrad stimulation. 118 To assess the degree of neuronal wiring specificity throughout development, we 119 used preimaging of neuromasts by fluorescence confocal microscopy to divide postmitotic 120 hair cells into three temporal classes associated with characteristic cellular activities: 121 0-5 hr, when sibling pairs of hair cells undergo rearrangement along the anteroposterior 122 axis; 5-15 hr, when the hair cells extend dynamic basal projections to mediate innervation; 123 and more than 15 hr, when the formation of ribbon synapses largely concludes and the 124 hair cells no longer rearrange or extend basal projections (Wibowo 2011; Mirkovic 2012; 125 Dow 2015). The formation of polarity-specific ribbon synapses between hair cells and 126 6 afferent terminals began as soon as synaptic ribbons became apparent, with no significant 127 change over time in the frequency with which hair cells of the opposite polarity innervated 128 the terminals. In addition, the preponderance of the contact area was occupied by polarity-129 appropriate axonal terminals by 5-15 hr, a bias that grew after 15 hr (Figure 4A). 130 By viewing the complete set of cellular interactions at ribbon synapses during 131 different stages of synaptic development, we recognized that specificity is mediated 132 primarily by direct interactions between hair cells and axonal terminals. A perisynaptic 133 compartment contained as many as nine terminals, and the average number increased 134 during maturation. Because no other cells intervened between the nerve fibers and the 135 synaptic regions of hair cells, it is unlikely that a guidepost cell or other third party 136 mediated microcircuit assembly as has been reported in other systems (Shen 2004). This 137 pattern suggested that the polarity specificity of innervation depends upon short-range 138 cues unique to hair cells and the polarity-appropriate subset of afferent neurons. 139 465 SBFSEM in the Electron Microscopy Resource Center, and the members of our research 466 group offered useful comments on the manuscript. Agnik Dasgupta and Aaron Nagiel 467 kindly contributed images for Figure 1. We made confocal-microscopic observations at the 468 Bio-Imaging Resource Center. Extensive data annotation and quality assurance were 469 performed by Kattya Grant and Zachary Tveter. The SBFSEM data were annotated by 470 References 483 Berning M, Boergens KM, Helmstaedter M (2015) SegEM: Efficient Image Analysis for 484 High-Resolution Connectomics. Neuron, 23;87(6):1193-206. 485 20 Denk W, Horstmann H (2004) Serial block-face scanning electron microscopy to 486 reconstruct three-dimensional tissue nanostructure. PLoS Biol, Nov;2(11):e329. 487 Dow E, Siletti K, Hudspeth AJ (2015) Cellular projections from sensory hair cells form 488 polarity-specific scaffolds during synaptogenesis. Genes Dev. 15;29(10):1087-94. 489 Haddon C, Jiang YJ, Smithers L, Lewis J (1998) Delta-Notch signalling and the patterning 490 of sensory cell differentiation in the zebrafish ear: evidence from the mind bomb mutant. 491 Development, 125(23):4637-44. 492 Hammerschmidt, M., et al (1996) Mutations affecting morphogenesis during gastrulation 493 and tail formation in the zebrafish, Danio rerio. Development 494 Hastie T, Tibshirani R, Friedman J (2009) Elements of Statistical Learning Ed. 2, Springer. 495 Helmstaedter M, Briggman KL, Denk W. (2011) High-accuracy neurite reconstruction for 496 high-throughput neuroanatomy. Nat Neurosci. Jul 10;14(8):1081-8. 497 Helmstaedter M, Briggman KL, Turaga SC, Jain V, Seung HS, Denk W (2013) 498 Connectomic reconstruction of the inner plexiform layer in the mouse retina. Nature, 499 8;500(7461):168-74. 503 JW, Engert F (2017) Whole-brain serial-section electron microscopy in larval zebrafish. 504 Nature. 18;545(7654):345-349. 505 Jiang T, Kindt K, Wu DK (2017) Transcription factor Emx2 controls stereociliary bundle 506 orientation of sensory hair cells. Elife, 6. pii: e23661.
Introduction 20 The assembly of the 10 15 synapses of the human brain is a formidable challenge that begins in the 21 developing embryo. Although the guidance of an axon to a general region of the nervous system 22 restricts the search for an appropriate synaptic partner, there remain numerous cellular targets with 23 which the axonal terminal could create a synapse. Environmental stimuli play a role in nervous- 24 system development, but many neuronal connections nevertheless form normally in the absence of 25 activity, suggesting the presence of additional mechanisms guiding the targeting of synapses. The 26 zebrafish's lateral line represents a simple but powerful model system for exploring the mechanisms 27 that guide the assembly of microcircuits. 28 Most fishes and many aquatic amphibians possess mechanoreceptive systems known as 29 lateral lines, whose responsiveness to water currents underlies rheotaxis, predator avoidance, and 30 schooling. Each lateral line consists of one to several neuromasts, which are discrete epithelial 31 organs that include hair cells as well as the underlying supporting cells and surrounding mantle cells. 32 Although lateral lines may be distributed over an animal's head, body, and tail in a variety of 33 patterns, a general feature is directional sensitivity. Each hair cell possesses on its apical 34 surface a mechanically sensitive hair bundle that is usually responsive to water movement 35 either in the rostrad direction-toward the animal's front end-or in the caudad direction-36 toward the rear end. Vectorial sensitivity results from morphological polarization of each 37 hair bundle, which consists of an array of actin-filled stereocilia whose lengths increase 38 progressively in the direction to which the bundle is responsive. 39 In the larval zebrafish, directional responsiveness arises from differential innervation by two 40 oppositely polarized subpopulations of hair cells, each attuned to the detection of water currents 41 toward either the animal's front end or its rear end. During early development, the primary Although the neuromast connectome displayed a high degree of specificity, it also 140 manifested two levels of redundancy. First, the average number of synaptic partners per 141 hair cell increased from one in cells aged 5-15 hr to two for cells older than 15 hr 142 ( Figure 4B ). Second, in addition to its immediate innervation partners, each hair cell 143 formed increasing numbers of perisynaptic relationships with other axonal terminals. 144 Nearly equal proportions of afferent terminals of each polarity preference occupied a hair 145 cell's perisynaptic compartment, but of the contacting terminals that did not form ribbon 146 synapses a greater number were of the opposing polarity. These diverse associations 147 persisted as hair cells matured ( Figure 4B ). 148 The redundant innervation by hair cells was unequally distributed: one axonal 149 terminal occupied the majority of the hair cells' presynaptic active zones and contact area. Figure 4C ). Furthermore, every neuromast possessed one terminal of each polarity 154 that accounted for more than half of the presynaptic active zones and contact area for hair 155 cells of that polarity ( Figure 4D ). This pattern suggests that dominance is a property of the 156 axonal terminal that leads to its participation in the majority of ribbon synapses across a 157 majority of hair cells. The average neuromast additionally harbored a second terminal of 158 each polarity with roughly half the synaptic complement and contact area of the dominant 159 one, and a third and sometimes fourth terminal that reached only a handful of presynaptic 160 active zones. 161 Previous research has shown that lateral-line afferent neurons contact three to five 162 consecutive neuromasts and often do so unequally, with some axonal branches ramifying 163 extensively throughout a neuromast but other branches entering more distal or proximal 164 neuromasts with minimal arborization (Nagiel 2008) . This pattern suggests that the 165 dominance of axonal terminals is a property local to particular axonal branches and the 166 corresponding neuromasts, rather than a characteristic of an entire neuron. Although the 167 redundant, hierarchical neuronal associations may enable each hair cell to maintain 168 innervation in the event of neuronal compromise, the presence in a neuromast of several 169 terminals of graded sensitivity also offers the possibility of more refined stimulus detection 170 by the sensory organ. 171 Considering that the formation of ribbon synapses appeared to arise from a 172 combination of short-range, polarity-specific cues and interneuronal competition for 173 dominance, we wondered how the two neuronal characteristics of dominance and 174 specificity interact. When all fibers save one have been experimentally ablated, hair cells 175 are able to innervate neurons of the opposing polarity (Pujol-Martí 2014 191 Having delineated the characteristics of the neuromast's normal microcircuitry, we 192 sought to determine how the arrangement arises by investigating zebrafish mutations that 193 disrupt the polarity of hair cells. We first examined one neuromast in each of four trilobite 194 mutant larvae, in which inactivation of the canonical planar-cell-polarity protein vangl2 195 causes hair bundles to orient randomly (Hammerschmidt 1996 , Lopez-Schier 2006 . In the 196 absence of binary hair-bundle orientation, we used time-lapse confocal microscopy to 197 score the specificity of innervation by determining whether a given hair cell completed 198 cellular rearrangement anterior or posterior to its sibling, a behavior that in normal 199 zebrafish corresponds perfectly with sensitivity to respectively caudad or rostrad 200 stimulation (Mirkovic 2012). By this criterion, axonal terminals of mutants did not show the 201 normal pattern of discrimination: 73 % of ribbons were partnered with terminals that were 202 innervated both by hair cells that completed rearrangement anterior to their siblings and by . 205 If the cue that instructs specific innervation by hair cells were independent of the 206 signaling pathways that mediate anteroposterior positioning and hair-bundle polarization, 9 we reasoned that each sibling hair cell might nevertheless achieve the distinct chemical 208 identity necessary to provide specific innervation. Indeed, when innervation was compared 209 between sibling hair cells, we found that afferent terminals were almost perfectly 210 innervated by only one hair cell per sibling pair; only one synaptic ribbon of 101 was 211 apposed to an axonal terminal that also contacted the sibling hair cell. Because the more 212 anterior or more posterior sibling did not preferentially innervate the terminals, the two 213 chemical identities appeared to have been distributed randomly. This pattern indicates 214 that, in the absence of canonical planar-cell-polarity signaling, the distinct cellular identity 215 of each sibling that determines polarity-specific innervation is nevertheless uniquely 216 allocated. However, unlike the hair cells of wild-type specimens, the siblings of a common 217 cellular identity were randomly arranged with respect to their anterior-posterior position. 218 Apart from specificity, the remainder of the trilobite microcircuitry remained intact: mutant 219 specimens showed redundant innervation and a distribution of afferent-terminal dominance 220 similar to that of normal larvae. 221 The trilobite specimens also allowed us to evaluate the role of electrical activity in 222 synapse formation by hair cells. Previous research had shown that activity is not 223 necessary for polarity-specific innervation, a rebuttal to the proposition that axonal 224 terminals achieve specificity by detecting coincident depolarization of hair cells (Nagiel 225 2009). However, it remained uncertain whether coincident synaptic activity could 226 nonetheless suffice for specific innervation. The randomly oriented hair bundles of the 227 trilobite specimens allowed us to test this hypothesis. We used preimaging with confocal 228 fluorescence microscopy and subsequent SBFSEM to evaluate 14 neurons that were 229 innervated by more than one hair cell. Each eschewed the formation of synapses with hair 230 cells with a similar vector of mechanosensitivity in favor of those with dissimilar or even 231 opposite orientations. Synaptic activity is therefore neither necessary nor sufficient to 232 instruct polarity-specific innervation. Like the trilobite specimens, the Notch-overexpressing mutants also retained the 257 wild-type microcircuit characteristics of redundancy and dominance even though the 258 specificity of innervation had been eliminated. The transgenic neuromasts each showed 259 only one highly dominant terminal as well as one of moderate dominance. Because the 11 proportion of axonal terminals innervated by hair cells was the same as in normal 261 neuromasts, high-dominance terminals with a preference for caudad-polarized cells were 262 evidently able to displace some polarity-appropriate but low-dominance terminals. In the 263 setting of hair cells uniformly possessing an anteriorly polarized phenotype, terminals of 264 the opposing subset could thus outcompete the polarity-specific subset of fibers.
265
Discussion 266 We have employed SBFSEM reconstructions to compare the development of the 267 neuromast's microcircuit among wild-type individuals, mutants, and transgenic animals. 268 The microcircuit is characterized by the progressive development of specificity, 269 redundancy, and hierarchical dominance of innervation. Although previous research 270 identified the phenomenon of polarity-specific afferent synapses in the neuromast, our 271 approach details exquisite precision at the level of ribbon synapses as well as the degree 272 of specificity among non-synaptic contacts and perisynaptic associations. We also find that 273 the specificity of membrane contacts increases during hair-cell development; by analyzing 274 trilobite mutants with random hair-bundle orientation, we establish that coincident hair-cell 275 depolarization is neither necessary nor sufficient for specificity. Moreover, our data suggest 276 that each daughter hair cell acquires a distinct biochemical identity that guides its 277 innervation of axonal terminals. 278 In terms of redundancy we observe that the average hair cell forms ribbon synapses 279 with two or more afferent terminals, develops membrane contacts with four afferent 280 terminals, and is located near five or more afferent terminals within the perisynaptic 281 compartment. We have also characterized efferent terminals, one of which occurs in each 282 neuromast and contacts every mature hair cell. The fact that a single efferent axon 283 innervates hair cells of both polarities suggests that activation of the efferent system 284 nonspecifically desensitizes a neuromast, rather than adjusting its relative responsiveness 12 to rostrad and caudad water movements. Such a system might, for example, suppress 286 reflexes driven by the lateral line during an animal's own movements. 287 Despite the redundancy, the multiple terminals are distinctly unequal: across a 288 majority of ribbon synapses and for most hair cells, there are varying levels of dominance 289 of innervation and membrane contact. Among wild-type specimens, axonal terminals of a 290 given polarity preference associate with ribbon synapses to the exclusion of more 291 dominant terminals of the opposite preference. In Notch-overexpression larvae in which all 292 hair cells adopt a common polarity, however, terminals of the opposite polarity preference 293 participate in a limited number of ribbon synapses, suggesting that there are limits to the 294 ability of polarity-specific afferent terminals to outcompete dominant ones of the opposite 295 polarity. 296 By comparing the normal connectome to that of mutant zebrafish lines, we can 297 identify systematic aberrations in the neuromast microcircuit arising from two cell-signaling 298 pathways. The approach dissociates phenotypic characteristics that define hair-cell 299 populations: the anteroposterior positioning of the somata relative to those of sibling cells, 300 the angular orientation of the hair bundles, the anteroposterior orientation of the hair 301 bundles, and distinct afferent-innervation partners. More specifically, we find that the 302 canonical planar-cell-polarity pathway controls the angular orientation of hair bundles and 303 affects their anterior-posterior positioning following rearrangement but does not affect the 304 asymmetric allotment of the factor mediating polarity-specific innervation. In contrast, the 305 Notch signaling pathway, while not necessary for angular orientation of the hair bundle, 306 apparently mediates the asymmetric allotment of the factors responsible for 307 anteroposterior hair-bundle polarization and innervation specificity. To our knowledge, 308 these results constitute the first example of systematic neural miswiring delineated by 309 SBFSEM. 310 Beyond the specific results reported in this study, the neuromast offers an excellent 311 system for comparing connectomes across individuals, developmental stages, and genetic 13 mutants. The analysis of neural circuits by SBFSEM has been hindered by the difficulty in 313 identifying synapses, the absence of long-range information needed to identify specific 314 types of axons and dendrites, and the enormous time required for both image acquisition 315 and reconstruction. SBFSEM is facilitated in the neuromast, which offers well-delineated The problem is confounded in some mutants, such as the trilobite line, in which the 348 position of a hair cell within the neuromast and its direction of sensitivity are uncoupled. 349 To avoid confusion between cellular position and directional responsiveness, we 350 use the term rostrad-toward an animal's rostrum, or front end-to denote water motions 351 and mechanical sensitivity in that direction. The term caudad applies to water movements 352 and sensitivity toward the caudum, or tail of an animal. In a wild-type larva, then, an 353 anteriorly situated hair cell is usually sensitive to caudad water motion, whereas a 354 posteriorly located hair cell generally responds to rostrad stimulation. 355 Several previous investigations have shown that each afferent axon is largely or 356 completely sensitive to one direction of stimulation and that the sensitivity arises through 357 selective innervation of that axon by hair cells of a common polarity. When discussing 358 axonal terminals, we refer to their rostrad or caudad sensitivity on that basis. In other 359 words, a terminal that makes several ribbon synapses with hair cells of a given 360 morphological polarity is assumed to share the corresponding functional polarity. Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a 3View2XP camera (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA). 405 The ultramicrotome shaved the block face in 30 nm increments and images were acquired 406 with a lateral resolution of 6 nm X 6 nm per pixel. Alignment was performed with Digital 407 Micrograph software (Gatan Inc.). The contact areas between neurons and hair cells were determined automatically 431 with a Python script developed with the computational-geometry package Shapely 432 (Toblerity.org 2017). We determined by visual inspection that our manual traces followed a 433 given membrane with a precision of ±60 nm, a value determined by the nature of the 434 manual annotation process and the thickness of membrane images. Our algorithm 435 therefore considered two membranes to be in contact if their traces were separated by less 18 than 60 nm and if no other trace intervened between them. We tested our contact 437 algorithm against different samples throughout our data sets; the reported contact areas 
